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(1962-1966). Beginning with Volume XXXVI (1962), indexes will be

issued every five years. Back issues and a General Index to Volumes I

through XXVII (1926-1953) of the Bulletin may be obtained from Kraus

Reprint Corporation, 16 East 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017. Back

issues and indexes for Volumes XXVIII through XXXVII (1954-1963) and

back issues for Volumes XXXVIII through XL (1964-1966) of the Review

may also be obtained from the Kraus Reprint Corporation. Back issues for

Volumes XLI through XLV (1967-1971) and the index for Volumes XXXVI

through XL (1962-1966) may be obtained from the Business History Re-

view, 214-216 Baker Library, Soldiers Field, Boston, Massachusetts 02163.
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Merchants and
Manufacturers
Studies in the Changing Structure of Nineteenth-Century Marketing

Glenn Porter and Harold C. Livesay

In the first systematic history of the emergence of modern marketing
methods, the authors trace changing methods of distribution through-
out the nineteenth-century. They show how the increasing concen-
tration of production and population, coupled with the demands of
advancing technology, led to the pre-eminence of the manufacturer
and the decline of the independent merchant. f 11.50

THE JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

LABOR HISTORY
VOL. 12 FALL 1971 NO. 4

CONTENTS

Employers Strike Insurance Harold Foster
The Early American Federation of Labor

and Monetary Reform Joyce G, S\eel$
Labor Relations in the Tampa Cigar

Industry, 1885-19 IT Duru/ard Long
Debs's Cooperative Commonwealth

Plan for Workers Bernard f. Brommel

NOTES AND DOCUMENTS

LABOR HISTORY is published four times a year in winter, spring summer,
and fall. Annual subscription is $7.50; three-year subscription $20.00; student
subscription $6.00; single copy $2.25. Add 50 cents additional per year for
foreign postage. Make checks payable to LABOR HISTORY, Tamiment
Institute, 7 East 15th Street, New York, N.Y. 10003.
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New Books from Greenwood in
AMERICAN HISTORY

CITY AND COUNTRY: Rural
Responses to Urbanization in
the 1920s

by Don S. Kirschner
Simon Fraser University

$11.50

CRITICAL STUDIES IN
ANTEBELLUM
SECTIONALISM: Essays in
American Political and
Economic History

by Robert R. Russel, Emeritus
Western Michigan University

February 1972 $10.00

HORACE WHITE,
NINETEENTH CENTURY
LIBERAL
by Joseph Logsdon
Louisiana State University
New Orleans

$13.50

LABOR ORGANIZATIONS
IN THE UNITED STATES
AND MEXICO: A History
of Their Relations
by Harvey A. Levenstein
Teachers College ? 1 1 n n
Columbia University * ' ' •««

THE BONUS MARCH: An
Episode of the Great
Depression
by Roger Daniels
State University of New York
at Fredonia

$14.00

This carefully documented study of rural Ameri-
ca's response to the process of urbanization
records, explores, and analyzes the rural-urban
conflict in America during the decade 1919-
1929. Within the framework of the rural prob-
lems of the period, the book vividly describes
the migration of the farm population to the
cities, the influx of European immigrants, and
the attitudes of rural America toward the city.

(Contributions in American History, No. 4)

These important essays focus on such matters as
the bitter slavery controversy in the territories
and the factional conflict over a transcontinen-
tal railroad to the Pacific, as well as on other
crucial issues in the pre-Civil War period.

(Contributions in American History, No. 7)

Through the career of Horace White, a prom-
inent Republican and editor-in-chief of the
Chicago Tribune, this book reassesses both the
rise and fall of Radical Republicanism and the
causes for disillusionment among nineteenth-
century laissez-faire intellectuals.
(Contributions in American History, No. 10)

The first thorough treatment of the relationship
that developed between Mexican and United
States labor organizations from the rise of the
Mexican trade union movement in 1907 to the
present.
(Contributions in American History, No. 13)

The protest of the bonus-seeking veterans has
been a little-studied aspect of the Great De-
pression. Here it is dealt with as a single com-
plex of events that pitted government against
veteran on an issue that affected the political,
social, and economic climate of American life
for a decade.
(Contributions in American History, No. 14)

GREENWOOD PUBLISHING CO.
51 Riverside Avenue, Westport, Connecticut 06880
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EXPLORATIONS IN ECONOMIC HISTORY
(formerly EXPLORATIONS IN

ENTREPRENEURIAL HISTORY / SERIES 2 )

A quarterly devoted to the application of the quantitative tools and theories
of the economist to the study of man's social and political institutions and
experiences. The topics range through business, financial, agricultural,
manufacturing, and transportation systems, and the periods from the
earliest historical records to the present day and from the industrial West
to the developing areas of the East.

Annual subscription, $7.50 domestic and Pan-American, $8.00 elsewhere;
single copy $2.00.

Editor: Prof. Morton Rothstein, Graduate Program in Economic History,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.

Published by The Kent State University Press, Kent, Ohio 44240.

BUSINESS HISTORY
EDITED BY PROFESSOR F. E. HYDE

This international journal is of interest to economists, economic historians
and businessmen. Its articles deal not only with particular firms but with
the wider relationships between business and economic life. The journal car-
ries reviews on a broad range of topics included within the term business
history. Some recently published articles are: S. B. Saul, The American Impact
on British Industry; D. L. McLachlan, The Conference System since 1919; B. E.
Supple, The Uses of Business History; £. Bennathan, German National Income
1850-1960; Olga Crisp, French Investment in Russian Joint Stock Companies
1894-1914; E. Robinson, The International Exchange of Men & Machines
1750-1800; F. E. Hyde, Economic Theory and Business History.

The journal is published twice yearly: subscription |5.00 (U.S.A. & Canada)
30s. (United Kingdom).

AH enquiries concerning subscriptions and advertisements should be addressed
to the publisher. Editorial enquiries should be sent to the Editor, Department
of Economics, The University of Liverpool, Liverpool 7.

PUBLISHED BY LIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY PRESS, LIVERPOOL, 7
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INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AND AMERICAN ECONOMIC
GROWTH

LANCE E. DAVIS and DOUGLASS C. NORTH
Presents a model for examining problems of institutional change
and applies it to American economic development in the 19th and
20th centuries.

Professors Davis and North argue that if external economic fac-
tors make an increase in income possible but not attainable within
the existing institutional structure, new organizations must be de-
veloped to achieve the potential in income. Their model is designed
to explain the type and timing of these changes.

The authors review the external causes of changes in American
economic history over the past 175 years, and apply their model
to land policy and agriculture, financial markets, transportation,
manufacture, service industries and labor. $10.95

PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN INDIA, 1900-1939
AMIYA KUMAR BAGCHI

A study of private investment in India and its determinants, 1900-
1939. It develops a simple theoretical framework and attempts to
isolate the influence on private investment of factor supplies, as
against demand conditions. All major manufacturing industries are
studied in detail. $19.50

ALIENATION OF CHURCH WEALTH IN MEXICO
JAN BAZANT
Edited and translated by MICHAEL P. COSTELOE

In 1856 the Mexican government passed laws to regulate all spheres
of clerical activity, and nationalized and redistributed ecclesiastical
property and capital.

Professor Bazant describes in detail the implementation of the
laws and subsequent decrees. He traces the effects of redistribution
of Church wealth involving complex transactions which continued
into the years of the Maximilian empire. $17.50

Cambridge University Press
32 East 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
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Newcomen Awards
in Business History

Presented by

THE NEWCOMEN SOCIETY IN
NORTH AMERICA

in cooperation with

THE BUSINESS HISTORY REVIEW

€ Two Newcomen Awards in Business History are offered annually
for articles published in the Business History Review. The First Prize,
of $250, is awarded the article judged, according to the rules outlined
below, to be the best of the year. The Special Award, of $100, is for
the best article by an author who is not more than 35 years of age
and who has not published a book.

• Prize articles are selected by a panel of judges composed of a rep-
resentative of The Newcomen Society and members of the Advisory
Board of the Business History Review. No member of the Advisory
Board or editorial staff shall be eligible for a prize, and articles so
authored will not be considered in the judging. Authors eligible for
the Special Award shall also be eligible for the First Prize, but in no
event shall both prizes be awarded for the same article. The Ad-
visory Board reserves the right to withhold the Special Award in the
event that eligible articles do not, in the Board's judgment, merit
prize consideration. The awards program is administered by the
editorial offices of the magazine.

C Criteria for selection include: originality, value, breadth, and interest
of contribution, quality of research materials and methods, and quality
of presentation.
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THE FREDERICK JACKSON TURNER AWARD
of the

ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN HISTORIANS

This yearly prize for the best monograph in American history, sub-
mitted by an author who has not previously published in book form,
originated in 1958 as the MVHA Prize Studies Award.

PRIZE: $1500 cash award plus publication as award winner and
usual royalties from University of Kentucky Press

PUBLICATION: Manuscripts retained in the competition are as-
sured of publication by the University of Kentucky Press

DECISION: Decision on publication is reached within six weeks
TIMETABLE: Awards are announced in April. Manuscripts re-

ceived by December 1 are considered for the next year's award

Send inquiries to:
Professor Thomas D. Clark, Executive Secretary
Organization of American Historians
Indiana University, 112 N. Bryan Street
Bloomington, Indiana 47401

You are invited to join the OAH. Send applications to the Secretary.

AGRICULTURAL HISTORY
Designed as a medium for the publication of research and docu-
ments pertaining to the history of agriculture in all its phases
and as a clearinghouse for information of interest and value to
workers in the field. Materials on the history of agriculture in all
countries are included and also material on institutions, organiza-
tions, and sciences which have been factors of agricultural
development.

ISSUED QUARTERLY SINCE 1927

BY

THE AGRICULTURAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Subscriptions, including membership: Annual, $5.00; student,
$2.00; contributing, $10.00; life, $150.00.

Secretary-Treasurer: W A Y N E D . RASMUSSEN

Room 3889, South Agriculture Building
U. S. Economic Research Service

Washington, D.C. 20025
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-New
Wage Restraint
A Study of Incomes Policies in Western Europe
Lloyd Ulman and Robert J. Flanagan
Incomes policies are designed to restrain the growth of wages, prices, and
at times profit margins by the publication of a guide for the noninflationary
development of incomes. Many forms have been tried in Europe, none
too successfully. The authors examine here some of these policies in the
belief that their work will aid economic policy makers both here and
abroad.

180 pages $7.50

Fascism and the Industrial Leadership
in Italy, 1919-1940
A Study in the Expansion of Private Power under Fascism
Roland Sard
There is no more controversial topic in the study of fascism than the na-
ture of its ties to big business. Challenging many widely accepted notions
about that relationship, Roland Sard shows Mussolini in the unfamiliar
guise of mediator between die self-styled revolutionaries and the indus-
trialists. Political realist that he was, the Duce proved much more receptive
to considerations of power dian to demands for social justice.

180 pages $8.00

Business Cycles and Their Causes
Wesley Clair Mitchell
"Dr. Mitchell's descriptions and explanation of the sequence of interrelated
changes that make up the cycle have become part of the accepted classics
of economics. . . . They are almost part of die folklore of the country, so
thoroughly have they been incorporated into our thinking. It is good to
have the original piece that has been translated (and paraphrased) so
frequendy." — Journal of Political Economy

First published in 1941 and now reissued as Volume 29 of die California
Library Reprint Series.

226 pages $9.75
Now available in paperback
The Political Economy of Change
Warren F. Ilchman and Norman Thomas Uphoff
"An important landmark in die development of an integrated social sci-
ence, and everyone who reads it seriously will profit by it."

— Kennedi E. Boulding, American Political Science Review
"Ought to be seriously read by students of the new political economy. . . .
It is an excellent book, one well worth reading."

— Western Political Quarterly
316 pages paper, $3.25; cloth, $10.00

from California
University of California Press • Berkeley 94720
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Bank Expansion in Virginia, 1962-1966
The Holding Company and the Direct Merger
By PAUL L. FOSTER, George Washington University 192 pp. (tnt.) $12.50
(Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Virginia)

The Buck-Holland Act, passed in 1962, liberalized branch banking in Virginia
and permitted bank management to choose between the holding company or the
merger or a combination of the two as a method of expansion. Foster's work
studies bank expansion and the many facets of commercial bank management
both in and out of Virginia during the last fifty years, and it illustrates how a
legislative environment can influence the organization of commercial banking,
the kind and extent of competition, and the range of public services available.
This history of the advantages and disadvantages of the two methods of expansion
is a most valuable case study in the difficult problem of industrial combination
in the American economy today.

Approaches to American Economic
History
Edited by GEORGE ROGERS TAYLOR, Amherst College, and Lucius F. ELLSWORTH,
University of West Florida, xiv, 135 pp., bibliog. Cloth, $7.50; paper, $2.25
(Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation)

This series of eight lectures by distinguished economic historians studies in detail
current approaches to the study of economic history. Each lecture presents an ob-
jective description of one method and shows how it is useful and important. These
lectures will allow the historian to become acquainted with the various traditional
and the more modern methods and then to select that approach or combination
of approaches which best fits his data and satisfies his requirements.

University Press of Virginia Charlottesville
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THE HISTORY OF
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT

Selections from the
Business History Review

Edited & with an Introduction hy

JAMES P. BAUGHMAN
Harvard Graduate School

or Business Administration

Original essays which view in historical
perspective the key problems faced by
managers of large-scale American enter-
prise. The emphasis is on "Big Business"
covering the period from 1850 to 1950.
Focuses on volatile questions and dra-
matic incidents in the business world.
The essays give substantive information
about historical events and provide for
discussion of the real world versus the
ideal world. Presents sufficient data to
provide stimulating discussions about
each selection.

(38926-2) 264 pp., cloth $5.95

Orders are processed faster if Title and Title Code
appear on your order.

For an approval copy, write Box 903

PRENTICE-HALL
Englewood Clirrs, New Jersey 07632
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